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INTERPOL: Please help stop dangerous abortion
drones
Dear Secretary General Stock,
I am writing to you with an urgent request to investigate
the Dutch activist organization, Women on Waves, led
by Rebecca Gomperts.
As you may know, this radical organization recently
launched a drone across a national boundary, from
Germany into Poland. And, as their own website states,
their activists were cautioned by German police, who
are deciding on whether or not to bring charges under
the Arzneimittelgesetz (medicines law).
Nevertheless, Women on Waves have stated in previous
interviews that they intend to broaden their campaign,
perhaps flying abortion pills into Ireland and Malta.
In the past, Women on Waves have been known for
arrogantly sailing off the coast of pro-life countries and
dispensing abortion drugs while still in international
waters. Their promotion of abortion and their cultural
superiority complex are bad enough.
But, this new publicity stunt could have other serious,
unintended consequences. For instance, what would
happen if one of their drones crashes, causing the
abortion drugs to scatter over the countryside? An
unsuspecting child could ingest these powerful drugs,
possibly causing great harm.
For this reason, and also because the actions of Women
on Waves are transnational in nature, I am writing to
ask INTERPOL to intervene in their planned activities. At
a minimum, the Dutch, Irish and Maltese police
authorities should be notified and asked to caution
Women on Waves against this kind of dangerous
publicity stunt.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Sincerely,
[Your Name]
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INTERPOL: Please help stop dangerous abortion drones
Dear Secretary General Stock,
I am writing to you with an urgent request to investigate the Dutch activist organization, Women on Waves, led by Rebecca
Gomperts.
As you may know, this radical organization recently launched a drone across a national boundary, from Germany into
Poland. And, as their own website states, their activists were cautioned by German police, who are deciding on whether or
not to bring charges under the Arzneimittelgesetz (medicines law).
Nevertheless, Women on Waves have stated in previous interviews that they intend to broaden their campaign, perhaps
flying abortion pills into Ireland and Malta.
In the past, Women on Waves have been known for arrogantly sailing off the coast of pro-life countries and dispensing
abortion drugs while still in international waters. Their promotion of abortion and their cultural superiority complex are bad
enough.
But, this new publicity stunt could have other serious, unintended consequences. For instance, what would happen if one of
their drones crashes, causing the abortion drugs to scatter over the countryside? An unsuspecting child could ingest these
powerful drugs, possibly causing great harm.
For this reason, and also because the actions of Women on Waves are transnational in nature, I am writing to ask INTERPOL
to intervene in their planned activities. At a minimum, the Dutch, Irish and Maltese police authorities should be notified and
asked to caution Women on Waves against this kind of dangerous publicity stunt.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
Sincerely,
[Your Name]
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